All databases can do keywords searching Some databases used controlled vocabulary.
confounders (P-trend < 0.001). We observed an inverse association between SSB consumption and SAT (P-trend = 0.04) that persisted after additional adjustment for VAT (P-trend < 0.001). Higher SSB consumption was positively associated with the VAT-to-SAT ratio (P-trend < 0.001). No significant association was found between diet soda consumption and either VAT or the VATto-SAT ratio, but diet soda was positively associated with SAT (P-trend < 0.001). Daily consumers of SSBs had a 10% higher absolute VAT volume and a 15% greater VAT-to-SAT ratio compared with nonconsumers, whereas consumption of diet soda was not associated with either volume or distribution of VAT.
What is controlled vocabulary?
Several databases, including PubMed, CINAHL, and PsycInfo, realize that the primary challenge of searching is that authors use different words to describe the same topic. These databases have developed lists of approved subject headings (aka controlled vocabulary.) In PubMed, the approved subject headings are known as medical subject headings (or MeSH for short), in CINAHL, they are CINAHL subject headings and PsycInfo calls them PsycInfo Subject Headings.
What are subject headings? These are specific keywords that are applied to each citation by the database producers. How it works is this…the database producers identify all concepts (they try anyway) related to a particular field (PubMed's field is medicine and health; CINAHL is nursing and allied health; and PsycInfo is psychology.) Only one subject heading is approved for a concept, regardless of how many different words authors might use.
What does this mean for you? If you find the subject heading for your topic, you shouldn't have to worry about the variety of words the authors use to describe the topic. The problem is that the application of subject headings is unreliable. We use them in searching, because they will help you find articles you normally would not have, but they miss articles.
If you look at the previously shown citation, you can see that the PubMed subject headings (known as MeSH) would have helped us in our searching. A good search identifies the subject headings for each concept and incorporate them into the search:
